U S N S A Adopts Resolution

Condemning Closing of East Berlin
Border Shut-Down Denies
Freedom of University Access to East Germa n Students

A resolution condemning the East-West Berlin Border closing as "denying the freedom of university access to the students of East Germany, and in ' particular to th e students living in the Soviet sector
of Berlin, who have been guaranteed freedom of movement u nder previou s f our power agreement s"
was adopted at the 14th Congress of the U.S. National Student Association, held recently at the University of Wisconsin . In particular , the USNSA condemned the closing of the border as "a final act in
the total control of East German Students."
I This action on the part of the
USNSA, an organization comprised
of approximately 400 . schools (inclubing Colby) is committed to
furthering the welfare of students
and expressing their concerns on
national and international issues,
was based on the following considThe.rules for the 1961 D.U. Bike Race will be the same as they erations :
1. In the period from April 1,
have been. The race will be held behind the D.U. house at 10:30
1958 to June 30, 1960, 161 students
a.m., on Saturday, November 4.
and pro f esso rs w ere arres t ed f or
For the fraternities :
political reasons.
1. Each team is requested to supply its own bike. The bikes must
2. In the same time period, more
Rev. Albert . C. Niles, of the Theological School of St. Lawrence be of the BALLOON tire variety and must at tlie start have two than 3,800 professors lecturers, sci,
,
,
Univer sity in Canton, New York, will be the guest speaker at the wheels.
I and half around the pond, the girls entific assistants and students left
Tuesday Chapel Service, October 31. The service will begin at 11:30
2. Each team, must consist of six will change riders. Since they are East Germany and took refuge in
the wea ker se x , the co-eds will race the western part of the country.
a.m. Rev. Niles's topic will b e, "Can You Live Modern and Still Be members.
3. The Free University of Berlin
only
half the distance that the men
3.
Each
fraternity
that
is
going
R eligious?"
was
founded in 1948 in West Berlin
to
partici
pa
t
e
must
notify
Herb
race.
,
During the past four years, Mr. Niles has spoken at a number of
by
students
and faculty who had
Gottfried at the D.U. house IN
5. The winning team will be precolleges throughout New Eng land
_^_
'
attended
or
taught at Humboldt
WRITING 1
sented with a trophy by this year 's
and the mid-west. Following his apUniversity in the Soviet sector, but
4. The race will begin directly be- Homecoming King.
pearance at Colby, he will be the
hind the house and the starting line
We heartily welcome all to watch lived in all sectors of the . city. Bechapel speaker at two Maine colwill ser ve as the finis h line , pro- this, traditional affair. For those fore the closing of the border , its
leges , Bates and Bowdoin.
vided someone is a finisher.
b rave ones , coffee and donuts will student body included students
A s a f ield represe nt ative f or the
from all parts of Germany.
5. Each man participating will be served in the house.
Theolog ical Sch ool , Mr. Niles en4. In August,. 1961, the East
take one lap around Johnson Pond.
deavors t o enco u rage young men
German police and army in the :SoThe team that first completes these
and women t o consider careers in
viet sector of Berlin sealed the borlaps is the winner, and will receive
re ligion. He will be availa ble t o
der and residents of the Soviet sectheir trophy from this year 's Homediscuss the matter of theological
tor of Berlin from entering West
coming Queen.
education in the chapel lounge on
Berlin.
For the sororities :
Tuesday afternoon, from 1:30 on.
In conjunction with the adoption
1. The girls must supply their
A graduate of St. Lawrence in
own modes of transportation.
of the resolution , the USNSA fur1938, with a B.S. in physics , he re2. Each team is to consist of four
ther.'. mandated its International. Afceived his B;D. from the Theologimembers;~~~--;- ~y y —:'— '-:"t: "~ii-'-r~L
fairs Vice-President"; to immediately
cal School in 1940 . Prior to return3. Each sorority must also give
On November 11, the Colby Col- forward its vigorus qrotest against
ing to Canton, he held pastorates
notification of their desire to race. lege Forensic Society will engage in the East German action as an inin Massachusetts and Maine, in Un4. The girls ' race will be a relay its first debate of the season at the fringement of the ri ghts of students
REV. ALBERT C. NILES
iversalist churches. Always active
race. It will start behind the house Maine practice tournament at Bow- and a violation of the four power
in civic and interfaith organizadoin College in Brunswick. The na- status of Berlin to the Soviet Comtions, Mr. Niles has received awards
tional debate topic, "Should labor mandant in Berlin, and the text of
from both Jewish and Catholic
organizations be placed under the the resolution to the Commandant
groups. During his pastorate in Aujurisdiction of anti-trust legisla- and the Mayor of West Berlin. The
b urn , Maine, he was elected to the
tion?" will be argued. This topic effectiveness' of this action was demschool board , and among his offices
was also the subject of a practice onstrated by the personal reply from
he held was the presidency of the
debate held by the Society on Oc- Mayor Willy Brandt to the presicommunity council of social agentober 23. Under the direction of ad- ident of the USNSA in which he
(BOWDOIN ORIENT , October 19, 1961) — The question of visors Forde and Witham, practice expressed his pleasure at the adopcies. In 1956, while serving as a
minister in Bangor, Maine, he was racial and religious discrimination among certain national fraterni- debates open to students are sche- tion of such a resolution : "It gave
appointed by the Governor to tho t ies on this campus and how to deal with it , effectivel dominat ed duled regularly.
be great satisfaction to learn that
y
State Committe on the aging, a
the
students in the United States
di
s
cu
s
si
o
n
a
t
t
he
S
t
udent
Coun
c
il
me
e
ting
last Monday night , and
In addition to the Maine pracpioneering group in the study of
of
America
sympathize so fully with
geriatrics. Through his efforts, local brought the issue to the f oregrou nd as it has n ot been don e by any tice tournament bid , the Colby de- the people of Berlin and their fate
baters have received invitations
and state mental health groups student organization on thisicampus in a long time.
Brown , Dartmouth, and that they condemn so unequivowere established, and a school for
Sentiments indicated that tho to help national fraternities get rid from Amherst,
cally the terror measures taken by
Harvard, M.I.T., N.Y.U,, Rochestretarded children was launched iri time for vacillation was over , and of discriminatory clauses.
the Soviet regime. I have passed the
his church in Bangor.
(2) Once a year, each discrimina- er , Tufts , and Vermont, to take test of your resolution to the press
that something positive should be
no definite
J
done. As one member ably stated , tory chapter were to write a letter part in debates. As yet ,
have
been
made
regarding which has alread y reported on it. *
plans
to
tho
administration
informing
"The duty of the Student Council
is not only to follow public opinion them of any constructive attempts these invitations.
For forthcoming debates , the Sobut also to lead it." One member to eliminate such clauses, written or
unwritten.
ciety
is interested in discussing topnoted that student opinion has for
ics
of
more general interest, para long timo been strongly against
Tho Student Council noted that,
ticularly
any of significance to Coldiscrimination in fraternities, but so far , these resolutions have done
that for either lack of initiative or relatively nothing in solving or al- by students. If enough enthusiasm
direction , no appreciable progress leviating discrimination clauses. is shown, tho debaters may be able
has been made.
Rather than wait until the adminis- to sponsor debates between various
Discrimination among National tration sets an arbitrary dato for campus groups. Any suggestions
fraternities at Bowdoin was brought all discrimination to be eliminated , students have will bo welcomed by
to public attention in 1957 when a tho council thought it would bo tlie Society.
self study of tho College was com- much easier for everyone if tho fratMembers of tho Colby Forensic
pleted. Tho administration had dis- ernities took it upon themselves to Society for 1961-1962 are upper;:'
covered that many fraternities woro solve tho problehi,
classmen : James Dolian , Beatrice
more discriminatory than had boon
Several houses mentioned that Hodgdon , Richard Larschan , Stepreviously thought .
the consequences for pledging an phen Sohoeman , Allen Smith, Betsy
Tho Dean established aftor thor- "undesirable person " could booomo Spitzer and Kenneth Young. New
ough investigation ' that thoro were very serious for them. Suspension freshmen members are : Charles
four houses with absolutely no dis- from tho charter would be only a Bonsall , John Duffy, Rodney Gould; I
crimination , four with "unwritten" small part of it. In many oases it William Noil , Jamos Quirk , Stuart
discrimination clauses, and four could bring serious financial diffi- Rakoff , and Michael Ward.
with written discriminatory clauses. culties or loss of alumni support.
YOUN G CONSERVATISTS
Since the Studont Council can in
The Administration decided aftor
Thoro wi ll bo a mooting of tho
Tuesday, Ootobor 31, 1061
this self study, that fraternities no way force any fraternity to be- *i
'
Y
oung
Consorva ti st s, November
should eventually become non-dis- come non-discriminat ory, it was ;
W E E K D A Y CHAPEL
1, 1001 at 8 :00 p.m. In Chapol
\
Tickets will be on sale criminatory
some timo in tho near realized th at the body could host
11:30 a.m.
Lounge. Mr. Brldgom an and Mr.
j
through public pressure or in \
i
Rov.
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Niles
visi
ting
Birgo
will discuss "Tho Peace
,
every day in the Spa. future and that tho following reso- act
j
an advisory or mediating capacity ,
| from St, Lawrence University
Corps
lutions bo adopted :
" , Gon o ra l d iscussion an d
At least , it was felt , tho Studont
wi
ll
speak.
refreshment
s will fo llow.
|
(1) Stops woro to bo instituted
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Editorial:
Seeing Red

Letters To Edito r

To the Editor :

It was all of three weeks ago today when a letter begging for relief from housef lies in the Roberts
Union dinning hall appeared.

Editorial:
Lectures

The ostrich sticking his head into a protective hole in the ground is
probably one of the more ridiculous of images. But it becomes a dis- And it has been all of three weeks
The question of why so few students have attended the lectures of
that
the
grossly
unsanitary
and
concerting image when the ostrich is a symbol of the United States.
visiting speakers is a particularly serious one in light of the increased
No longer is it possible for the U.S. to hide '; the world is too small, filthy conditions have persisted and effort and money which has gone into expanding the present progrown . . . If the flies have not altoo interrelated , too complex. No hole is deep enough-: one's rear is ready outnumbered the students gram of visiting lecturers. Lectures this year have been attended by
;
always exposed. Yet, the U.S. persists in sticking its head deep into a (and I think they have) it won't fewer students than ever. Two years ago, Colby students would fill
hole, play ing hide-and-seek with the People's Republic of China. It be long before they do.
the Women's Union to hear , a visiting lecturer - no matter who he
is not a healthy situation ; one tends to wait for that kick in the rear
Some have said that one of the was. Now, if a lecture is well attended , it is because the audience conalmost owing to someone stupid enough not to watch his enemy.
problems is that there are no sists of professors and townspeople. Even Nobel prize-winning PolyThere are approximately six hundred million people in China. screens on the window. But one day karp Kusch drew only about 75 students — the rest of the audience
That is quite a few people to know nothing at all about , to ignore, last Week , an observant fly-swat- being made up of parents, townspeople, and professors.
ter pointed out that the windows
to deny. It . is easy to praise the relative handful of Chinese on For- were all closed. I turned ,to obAt present, the visiting lecture series is, in some respects, excellent.
mosa, to call them Nationalist China, the "true" China, and to deal serve, and seeing the windows inMany of the visiting lecturers are recognized authorities in their
with them as though they were all six hundred million mainland deed closed , I turned back to my
fields
, and good speakers, as well. Furthermore , the series is a large
Chinese. But they are not, nor does their government represent China dinner , only to find two flies fightone, including approximately 40 speakers. It is, however, perhaps the
— nor does it represent, for that matter, democratic government : one ing or doing something on my
very fact that the series is a large one, and that visiting speakers are
might delve into the history of Chiang Kai-Chek and come up with cookie and another contemplating
diving into my milk.
expected to address the entire student body, that is the main reason
some strange tales; one might further inquire as to the state of the
In short, the situation has not for the sparse student attendance. A lecture on almost any subj ect, if
Formosans under democratic, Nationalist Chinese rule. This is not to
been at all improved since mention it is to be presented to 1100 students of varying interests and backsuggest that, because Chiang's government is, perhaps, bad, and not was first made three weeks ago.
grounds, must be general in its treatment and avoid many of the comrepresentative, that Mao T se-tung s Peipmg government is better All that letter did was rouse the
lexities of its topic. Therefore, it often must gloss over crucial proband democratic; it is only being suggested that , somehow or other, wrath of Miss Tripp. The situation p
lems
which require a detailed understanding of a particular subject.
perhaps the U.S. is being piously inconsistent, to its own grave dis- is filthy, unsightly, unhealthy, unLectures, no matter how well-delivered, which gloss over crucial probadvantage. It is very well to recognize that the People's Republic of sanitary, and anything else one can
think of along this . line. It must lems and deal in generalities, will not stimulate students, or even enChina is anything in the world but a People's Republic." It is very be alleviated.
courage them to go to more lectures. Of course, a few lectures each
well to recognize that its conception of the values we hold so highly I have recently had the pleasure year, which deal with broad, general topics of significance or controthe sanctity of human life, the integrity o'f the family, the integrity of of taking a number of my meals in
versy, may be very stimulating, but the serious, critical student can
the individual , etc. — is not equivalent to our conception of these the Foss Hall dining room. Were
hardly be expected to respond enthusiastically to 30 or 40 such lecsame values, and that it is, perhaps, possible to suggest that on some there flies ? I have yet to see ONE
tures during a shortened semester.
sort of absolute "scale, we are "tighter" than . they. It is very well to there.
recognize that war is not the immoral instrument to the Red Chinese What can be done about the presIf we are to have a series of outstanding lecturers, why do we not
ent
situation
in
the
men's
dining
that it is to us. In short, it is very well to call the People's Republic
take full advantage of both the large number of lecturers and their
evil, a "bad government, an assortment of a large number of not- h all ? First ,. I feel it would be an individual excellence? Instead of having some famous or competent
improvement if the door by -the
very-nice-people-at-all. Fine. What does it get us? Chiang, symbol cashier were kept closed at all men such as Dr . Polykarp Kusch, get up and recite the hackneyed,
of White China, fighting the Reds for democracy, bravely defending times. I don 't know how the open high school arguments about the "Limitations of Science," we could
the last Chinese outposts? — outposts, incidentally, conquered by door makes matters worse, but I'm ask such lecturers to speak about the particular aspects of their subWhite, non-Red, China, and inhabited by a related b y distinct people. sure flies won't fly out away from jects on which they are authorities with unique and original ideas to
Such an attitude prevents our having any dealings at all with the ex- the food , or will they??
offer . It is quite true that all of the lecturers on particular aspects of
Secondly,
I
think
all
windows
and
isting government of the most populous country in the world , a counparticular subjects would not appeal to the entire student body, but
try that , with all its economic and social difficulties, is more and more doors in the dining hall, dish room , with as many lecturers as we now have in our lecture program, it
and kitchen , should be kept closed
becoming a force to . be reckoned with, a Communist . country that as - much- of th&"time='as possible;" should not.be. difficult .to..present at least four or five lectures a year
each day's news indicates even the Russians cannot understand or and a series of fans within , screens which would be of special interest to students from each of the macontrol . Legitimate or illegitimate, not nice at worst or not so bad at installed for ventilation purposes.
jor academic disciplines of the college.
best , the government of Mao T'setung exists : every American knows And thirdly, I would suggest that
If visiting lecturers were requested to speak on specialized topics
it exists ; just saying that we do not recognize its existence does not something be done about putting
end that existence : there it is, in Peiping, and everyone damn well screens on the windows in the din- to an audience which could be expected to understand them, it would
ing area. For while there might not
knows it.
probably also help to eliminate the problem of lecturers speaking
be too much occasion to open them
It is not necessaiy, in the establishment oi diplomatic relations, to now , when spring comes we'll be down to the students. In any event , no fewer students would attend
,
embrace the country with whom relations are being established. right back where we started.
the lectures than are now attending them, and those who did attend
There is a recognized distinction made between de jure and de facto
Let' s get this problem solved
instructive and stimulating
diplomatic recognition : the one is a recognition of a legitimate gov- now , and eliminate one of the worst would probably hear something more
ernment , the other is only the acknowledgement that a certain gov- health problems now in existence than the usual, vague generalities they are now getting.
ernment exists — it does not concern itself with the qestion of that
government's legitimacy.
We find dealings with Salazar and Franco palatable. We dealt
with Batista and Trujillo; we maintained relations with Hitler , Mussolini , nd Tojo until the outbreak of the Second World War. We even
recognize Khrushchev — although all admit that he is an uncouth ,
animal sort of fellow, given to ominous roaring, and ruling a rather
disgusting kind of countiy, filled with Bolsheviks. It we could find it
in our collective hearts to traffic with these lights of the international
social set .— some of. whom were never even the threat to us that
China, potentiall y, is, but only pure, simple, and localized bastards
running fascistic dictatorships — one wonders what grotesque evil is
so inherent in the Peiping government that no possible compromise
can be made with reality.

here.

Sincerely yours ,
Bill Hallett

BOWDOIN STU-G
Continued from Page One
Council should make its position
clear.
made , one being that all fraternities
might consider beginning local
chapters . This was quickly discouraged as being more harmfu l than
helpful.

Thoro was also a definite question raised as to whether the Studont Council should even play an
active role in tho issue. Severa l
mombors felt that each fraternity
sh ould b o l o ft al on e t o solv e th e
problem
in its own way. Ono memBox 1014, Colby College, Waterville, Maino
ber
iioted
that many national fratOffice : Roberts Union , Call TR 2-2791, Ext- 240
ernities
were
already in a convulsion
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Yot popular opinion at tho moot-

in g was d ec i siv ely in fav or o f positive acti on as soon as p ossible . Action was to bo directed against tho
"unwritt en cl ause" as well as tho
written clause,

At tho session next Monday, each
houso is oxpoated to mako its position on th o dis oriniati o n , in what
may possibly bo a closed discussion.
Althou gh nothing concrete was establish ed , President Colotti and
othor momb o rs o f th o coun cil wor o
very optimistic that tho discussion
mi ght , ,at ;• last load to , some . dir ect
notion,
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ROTC Members Prove Conservatives Plan
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To Be Active at Colby Informat igve Series
Expressin Views
Colby College is one of one hundred and seventy five institutions

in the United States that train an estimated one hundred thousand
men in the Reserve Officers Training Program. At Colby, the Department of Air Science, consisting of three officers and three enlisted men, is responsible for the training of one hundred and five students, all of whom are officer candidates. The students are divided
into three flights and a drill team , i Trips will also be made to Dow Air
which is considered a fourth flight. Force Base in Maine.
Four Colby students are DistinThe ROTC training consists of 1
Drill to develop discipline and lead- guished Cadets. They are in the
ership. 2. Courses given at Colby upper half of their class , the upper
which tie in with Air Force require- third of their ROTC classes and
ments. 3. Courses given by the De- summer training units, and have
partment which deals with military been selected by the Professor of
subjects. Those who intend to fly Air Science _or their contributions
take flying instruction and. can ob- to campus life. William J. Pye will
tain the FAA license before gradu- be doing possible graduate work ,
ation from Colby. The advanced ca- and Allston Weller Jr. , Samuel It.
dets in the summer after their ju- McClery, Jr., and Nelson E. Bruce
nior year go to Otis Air Force Base will all receive further flying infor twenty eight days of summer struction to qualify as pilots in the
training. The drill team participates Air Force. Allston Weller and Nelin a regional contest , while the son Bruce axe qualifying for FAA
Arnold Air Society, the honor soci- licenses.
Approximately eighty five perety of the corps., holds a military
cent
of the officers in the Air Force
ball on campus each spring. Colby
received
their training in the ROTC
was one of six schools which
program.
It is the backbone of the
pioneered the introduction of regofficers
corps
in the Air Force. Acular college courses , most notably
cording
to
the
Department, the Air
philosophy, into the EOTC proForce
looks
just
as much to the colgram.
lege
campus
for
its leadership as
In the next few weeks sophomores
does
any
industrial
or professional
will go to Pease Air Force Base in
group.
It
stresses
that
the training
New Hampshire to fly in the C47
in
leadershi
responsibility,
p,
and
transport plane, Students will also
discipline which the ROTC program
go to Topsham station in Maine to
develops cannot be> obtained as easstudy the SAGE warning system in ily in any other aspect
of campus
the Air Defense Command Network. life.
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Alpha Delta..Pi
Leah Aranovitch
Merry Barker. __. _ _. _....
Sunny Coady
Linda Cotton
Cindy Dupras
Marsha Hale
Cindy Jones
Jill Long
Louise MacCubrey
Ginny Marshal
Virginia Morse
Carol Sarapas
Sheila Webster
Faith Wilder
Nancy Winslow
Jean Brennon

-

Chi Omega
Margo Beach
Ad ora Clark
Judy Eyges
Robbie Gilson
Nancy Godley
Pam Harris
Betsy Lyman
Penny Lynch
Barbara McGillicuddy
Francos Matteson
Pam Plumb
Maria Sevast

Linda Stearns
Diane Terry
Diana Tracy
Delta Delta -Delta
Mary Chandler
Ginny Cole
Ginger Goddard
Peggy Hornaday
Arlana Kogut
Corney Roberts
Syble Seto
Ly nn Smith
Betsy Stevens
Diane Ellsworth
Mary Stinneford
Sigma Kappa
Nancy Barnett
Cass Cousins
Joss Coyle
Barbara Droitcour
Betsy Frazer
Jan Gardner
Nancy Gay
Nancy Greer
P at K ersh aw
Lora Kreege.
Gayle Lonz;
Louiso Molanson
Jane Patterson
Linda Wakefi eld
Stoney Wils on

RE A D THE ECH O ?
Ever yone Does At Colby.
Why not send it
home for your family
to rea d.

The Colby College Young Conservatives Club has planned an informative lecture series, which has
included to date three members of
the Department of History and
Government. Mr. Weinbaum , Associate Professor Raymond , and Assistant Professor Bridgman have
each given a speech and participated in a discussion with their audiences in the Chapel Lounge. On
November 1, Professors Birge and
Bridgeman will engage in a debate
sponsored by the club in the Women's Union. Other speakers during
the year will be President Stridor,
Senator Muskie, Governor Reed,
Brad Hutchins, and the Mayor of
Waterville. Also planned by the
Club is an essay contest on the basis of conservatism , a possible discussion series which would be related in some way with the Gabrielson Lectures, and invitations to various students interested in national
and international affairs to present
their views.
The president of the club , Steve
Schoeman, '64, described the club
as, "A forum for the discussion of
ideas, philosophies, both political
and non-political . . . A means of
expressing the conservative viewpoint and philosophy on the Colby
Campus." The club was founded
during a dormitory bull-session by
Schoeman and Bob Sternberg, and
won recognition at the second meeting of Student Government last
semester. Schoeman expressed disappointment that Stu-G had not approved his budget request. "We believe that college expenses are such
that one should not have to pay
dues to belong to an organization of
this type," he said. At present , in
line with this policy, there are no
dues,—j ior -other..- requ.irements-«.to
membership.
According to the founders of the
club , "The Young Democrats and
Young Republicans were too narrow
and partisan to be of value as true
discussion groups, and therefore the
gap could be filled by the Young
Conservatives Club , while at the
same time affording a wider scope
of interests than the political clubs
allowed. " At present , officers in
the club are : Steve Schoeman , President , Conrad Krack , Vice-president and Jack Duffy, Treasurer.

NEW YORK PERCUSSION TRIO

NEW YORK PERCUSSION TRIO
Simon Sadoff , Piano
Ronald Gould , Percussion
Arnold Goldberg, Percussion

PROGRAM FOR COLBY COLLEGE
Concerto for Percussion
Sonatina for Timpani and Piano
Allegra maestoso
Animate
Andante religioso
Allegro marcia

Dixie
Blue
Boogie
Finale
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Incantation and Lament
Mambo
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Harold Farberman
Theme and Variations
Piano Solo :
Etude in C sharp Minor, Op. 25, No. 7 Frederic , Chopin
'
Alberto Ginastera
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Danza Criolla ..
Rayburn Wright
Cuban Concerto
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INTERMISSION

New Proj ect Is
Announced For
Peace Corps

"

i

Norman Beatty

Jazzations

Corps program from the Federation
of Malaya. This request was submitted to him last May in Kuala
Lumpur during a visit to the Malayan capital. "In the four months
since that time , " Shriver said,
"representatives of the Peace Corps
and the Malayan government have
energetically worked out the program and reached the point whoro
training can begin. "
About 25 of the Volunteers will
be nurses and laboratory technicians wh o will w ork in und er staff ed
district hospitals under the general
supervision of the Malayan Ministry
of Health and Local Welfare.
A Peace Corps project for tlie
The
balance will serve as teachers
Federation of Malaya was anof physics, chemistry, biology , and
nounced in Washington yesterday
Continued on Page Five
by Sargent Shriver , Director of the
Peace Corps. Tho now project provides for Volunteers to begin working in Malaya earl y next year in
tho fields of health , education , and
rural development . Some 40 candidates for these assignments have
begun an eight-week training program , Monday (October 16) at
Northern Illinois University, an in1
stituti on with sp ecial com pet ence in
Malayan studios. The university is
in Do K a lb , 111.
In announcing tho project , Shriver emphasised that it was developed
in response to a request for a Peace
i

' :... Darius Milhaud
Alexandre Tcherepnme
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String Quartet
Performs Haydn
Smetana, Ravel

The premiere concert of the Colby
Music Associates was presented ~by
the Surtis String Quartet on Oct ober 20, in Given Auditorium. The
concert included selections from
Haydn , Smet ana , and Ravel. Preceding tho concert, a lecture on the
Ravel Quartet was delivered by Mr.
Re, which height en ed th e audi ence's
enjoyment and understanding of
this milestone in quartet literature.
As for tho performance itself , it
improved progressively from status
quo interpretation of the first
movement of tho Haydn—the balance of which was done in excellent
f ashion to a truly remarkable performance of the Ravel Quartet.
Tho passionate and songful Smetana Quartet was preceded by a
short analysis of tlio autobiographical and folklore elements employed
b y Sm etana in this work , given by
Orland o Colo, cellist of tho Curtis
Quartet.
Thoir interpretation of the Smetana was romantic and orchestral ,
tho members of tho quartet exhibitin g an astoundin g co ordination and
und erstandin g with each other , The
technical complexities of tho Ravel
Quartet woro executed with an exquisite sensitivity and graoo that
loft ono fa irly breathless. As an encore, tho quartet chose a charmin g
scherzo from tho string quartet of
Professor Fiedler.
Should this concert Rob a, performan ce standard f or parti ci pating artists in tho Colby Musio Associates
pr og ram , tho collogo can anticipate
on o o f tho finest concert a eries in,
tho nation .

X - Country Squad Trinity Scores Late To
Colby Booters Trounce Downs
Waterville
WeakBabsonTeam 10-0 In Opening Match Defeat Mules, 23 to 16
Colby and Bowdoin

Colby College's first cross-country team in over a decade opened its
statistic file one week ago Wednesday with a 21-34 victory over visiting Waterville High School.

Open State Series

Roger Jeans , Colby's junior miler, won the individual honors.
Jeans , senior Matt Perry, and junior Bob Emmet took an early lead
in the contest and held position
over the three and one-tenth mile
course to finish first , second , and
third respectively. Behind the leaders , however, a constant juggling
of position took place. Waterville
made good by placing fourth , fifth ,
and sixth. Freshman Phil Bruce
and sophomore Ike Balbus then
placed seventh and eighth to assure
Colby a win. Two more Waterville
runners rounded out the top ten.

Mule Soccer Team To
Play Bowdoin Tomorrow

BY BILL HALLETT
Colby's varsity football team suffered its second heartbreaking loss
of the season as it dropped a 23-16 decision to undefeated Trinity in
the iast minute of play. .The- contest was held at Hartford last Saturday. Don Lundberg slashed off tackle from the one yard line to
break a 16-16 tie with 0:58 remaining in the game. The Bantams
had gained their big break when a short Colby punt gave them pos-

session on the Colby 46. Trinity
then put on a determined march ,
including a successful fourth down
pass, to gain the winning marker.
After Trinity opened the scoring
in the first period with an eight
yard pass play from Don Taylor to
Sam Winner, the Mules battled
back to take a 16-8 half time lead.
Quarterback Ken Bee flipped 12
yards to end Paul White for the
Prior to the meet with Colby,
first score. Halfback John McHale
Waterville had gained important
scholastic wins over other area high
schools , including a sweep of a recent triangular meet. Warm weather and mild winds provided excellent condition s for the Colby-Waterville duel.

Freshmen Booters

Right wing Fr ^ed Watkins leads an attack on the Babson goal in last
Saturday 's encounter.

BY BRU CE HE RTZ

Mario Diaz and And y Srodin. scored five goals between them, to
pace the Colby varsity soccer team to a 10-0 win over Babson Institute last Saturday here. Right wing, Stam Tsitsopoulous suffered a
bone bruise on his knee joint in the last half and will be out of action
for about a week .
Early m the first period Tsitsop mlos, Diaz , John Weeks, and Pete
Duggan passed the ball through a
weak Babson defense to score on a
center kick by Duggan. The Babson men faced off into an agressrve
move by Tsitsopoulos , who quickly
dribbled the ball to left corner. He
placed a perfect center shot in front
of Weeks who blasted another tally
for Colby. Tsitopoulos took the ball
after the initial scrambling and
scored the next goal himself. It
was on this play that the high-scoring wing suffered his injury .
Diaz took the ball down the right
side and bounced tho ball off the
goal post into the nets for the
fourth score of tho period. Center
halfback Andy Srodin
dominated
the second period with two long
goals. The first goal came from
quarter field after tho goalie
dropped the ball. Srodin looped another one in to raise Colby's total
at the half to 6-0.
Diaz exploded with an unassisted
drive and goal in the opening seconds of the third period. Tom Andrews moved the ball down tho
right wing and scored on an assist
by Weeks. Diaz scored his third and
final goal on the precise passing of
tho Colby offense. Dave Johnson
scored aftor Andrew s and Dia„
brought tho ball downfiold. Thoro
had boon no serious threat to the
Mule goal .

In th o f ourth period Colby 's second tonm took tho reins. Tho Colby
dofonso hold Babson scoreless for
tho rest of tho finmo , and tho Mules
fini shed with a wide m argin of 10-O,

Colby plays a strong Bowdoin
team tomorrow morning. This game
appears to be Colby 's toughest
match of the season. After the last
game Coach Mike Loebs commented
that the team could expect "a real
test next Saturday." The Mules
will be putting their all-time 31-1
record on the line again.

Frosh Eleven Win
First Since 1959,
Defeat Bridgton
By MORGAN McGINLEY
A football often takes strange
but pleasant bounces. Colby 's undermanned freshman football forces , unfortunate victims of nine successive losses dating back to 1959 ,
rallied late in the fourth quarter to
overcome a strong Bridgton Academy cloven , 24-22 , in a game played
at Seavorns Field a week ago
Thursday .
Whereas Bridgton defeated MCI
twice this season , Colby was frosh
from a humiliating 48-6 loss to tho
flame opponent. And tho earl y stages of this game indicated that Colby was duo for a repetition of earlier disasters. The first timo Bridgton gained possession of tho ball it
soared. Fran Cullen capped the
sixty-yard march with a short run .
Tlio try-for-oxtra-points failed , and
Colb y tr ailed , 6-0,
Continued on Pago Five

FREE - FI LMS - FREE

FAST ONE DAY SERVICE ON
ALL BLACK and WHITE FILM S. PLUS
FREE ROLL OF FIL M (Size 127, 620, 120)
AT LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
25% DISCOUNT ON COLOR WO RK
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Are 5 -1 Victors
Over Hebron Acad.

Following this week's rough
practice schedule , the cross-countrymen aim for their highest obBy GAVIN SCOTTI
jective of this season tomorrow
The Colby freshmen soccer team
morning .' victory over Bowdoin. A trounced Hebron Academy, 5-1 on
win is necessary to establish Colby October 18 at the loser 's field.
as a substantial competitor on a
The first quarter was a battle of
collegiate basis.
Continued on Page Six

MULE KICKS

BY BILL H ALLETT, Sports Editor
'" *T u__ speed ahead and d— the torpedoes!" ordered Uni^Admiral Farragut on August 5, 1864, in the Battle of Mobile Bay.
"Full speed ahead and d— the torpedoes!" ordered Head Football
Coach Bob Clifford on October 24, 1961, of the imminent Battle of
Brunswick.
For when Colb y and Bowdoin pair off tomorrow afternoon at
Brunswick , it is a new season for both teams : the Maine State Series.
Previous performances this season will mean little, especially with the
arch-rivalry that has been established between these two schools.
The Mules will be carrying a 3-2 record into the game, while Bowdoin has a 1-3 mark. Colby has actuall y suffered from the effects of
just plain hard luck this season. The loss to a heavil y favored Tufts
squad was just a matter of extra points, 16-14, while undefeated
Trinity could only win by virtue of , Tho Mules' weak spot this season
a single touchdown , and that in tho
last minute of play. As a matter of
fact, tho Mules have overpowered
their opponents of the Reason , 10471.

f/ln _2*^ rfc

so far has been a failure to produce
in the second hal f as well as they
have been in the fi rst half. The
Mules have hold halftime loads in
Continued on Page Five

rushed for two points to tie the
game, 8-8.
The Mules again registered late
in the half when Bee threw three
successful aerials for seven , 35, and
22 yards. The last hit Kingdon in
the end zone. The halfback quickly
chalked up two more points to give
Colby a 16-8 halftime lead.
Trinity bounced back in the third
period when the visitors simply
could not get their offense going.
A Colby fumble gave the Bantams
the break .they needed to knot the
game. Taking over on the Mule 38,
Trinity scored in six plays. Taylor
covered the final four yards on a
keeper. Taylor then passed to Winner for the two tying points.

Series Opener Tomorrow

The Maine State Series opens tomorrow afternoon when the Mules
travel to Brunswick to take on the
defending State Champs , arch-rival
Bowdoin. The Polar Bears have a
season's record of 1-3, and have
dropped their last two in a row.
Williams turned the trick , 9-3, last
Saturday, while Amherst did the
same, 27-6, the week before. Bowdoin -also bowed to Tufts , 18-0 in
the season opener.
With the Polar Bears' luck being
the way it has been lately, Coach
Clifford is expecting to see anything
tomorrow. There can be no favorite
in the game , for when the Maine
State Series comes , anything can
happen.
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For the benefit of all eager
figure skaters and pseudo-hocke y
players , the ice arena is closed to .
all except the varsit y and fresh- ;
man hockey playe rs until sometime next week.
! The Buildin gs and Grounds
| Department will be activel y at
i work this week fixing the ice
i and paintin g lines, and would
| therefore appreciat e no interfer' ence.
I The Athletic Department will
| appr eciate the cooperation of all
except the two teams in staying
i off the ice until the arena is
[ opened to the studen t body.
I
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FINE FOOD FOR

,

COLBY STUDENTS

I

FROSH E L E V E N WIN
Continued from Pag0 Four
When Colby could not move the
ball Bridgton came roaring back
for another TD , and it appeared
that Colby simply could not contain the bigger and stronger prep
school squad. This second drive,
which covered 55 yards was again
culminated by a run , this time by
halfback Bob Burr. Bridgton picked
up the extra points on a pass , and
late in the first period the Baby
Mules were down by a 14-0 count.
But the remainder of the first
half was all Colby. The Mules wasted no time in organizing a sustained
Continued on Page Seven
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GIGUERE'S
Barber Shop and
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For The Well Groomed
COLBY STUDENT
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man and Bonalewicz were called
upon for the same duty against
Tufts.
On top of this, the present Colby
squad is a young one. There were no
fewer than seven fi rst year men ,
five of whom were sophomores, in
the starting lineup against. Trinity.
One of the sophs, Palmer, had never played more than two minutes of
varsity ball , and he was called upon
to play 60; and he did an excellent
job at that.
So where the Mules might lack
quantity, they certainly are teaming with quality, desire , and a
sheer desire to play and whip the
h— out of opponents.
Because the Mules have dropped
two out of their last three is no
reason to give upon them, for they
are a truly great team , carrying on
in the true tradition of Colby.
So let' s all go fall speed ahead
tomorrow afternoon to Brunswick
and help Coach Clifford and the
Mules open those torpedoes on our
arch-rivals.

MULE KICKS
Continued from Page Four
their last three games , only to see
them almost or completely obliterated. They were up on Tufts , 14-8 at
the midway mark , but the Jumbos
rallied in the second half to win ;
with Springfield , the Mules saw a
27-8 halftime advantage dwindle to
27-21 by the final gun , and it almost went completely ; and finally,
Trinity roared gack from a 16-8
midway deficit. "What has caused
this second half trouble?
Apparently, it is due to the lack
of depth in many places on the
team . I discussed this problem earlier in the season in this same column. But let's not take away credit
from those fellows who have been
holding lip Colby on the gridiron.
When Admiral Clifford was not
loading his torpedo tubes for tomorrow afternoon , he did say that
"these fellows really have been
playing their hearts out there on
the field."
When we look at the facts , this
is quite an understatement. Always
there must be at least two or three
men who are called upon to go 60
minutes in a game. Norm Dukes,
Dick Bonalewicz , and Ken Palmer
were among the steady workers last
Saturday at Hartford . Jim Bridge:

Harold B. Berdeen

Job , Novelty & Social Printing |
"We Give You Service "
'
Telephone TR 3-3434

88 Pleasant St.
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Tailors , Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
[
i 22 Main St.
Waterville
I
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The Sports Department of the |
ECHO wishes to extend its apol- <
i ogies to the varsit y soccer squad <
I for the extremel y limited cover- ]
|age in Bast Frida y's issue.
j
| However , due to a series , of j
|circumstances beyond the depart- j
( merit' s contro l, we had to settle <
[ for the short article. Please for- J
[ give us. Thank you.
j
I
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251 Main Street
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PEACE CORPS
uontmuea rrom .rage x nree
mathematics, as apprenticeship instructors in a variety of technical
trades , and as rural development
workers , helping to survey and
build roads and to analyze soils.
The project is geared to Malaya 's
second five-year plan (1961-1965),
which needs middle-level technicians to insure its success. The
five-year plan is a vigorous . program for accelerating economic
growth within a fram ework of intelligent government planning and
private enterprise participation,
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Sunday Night Only
COMPLETE DINNERS
5.00 to 8:00 p.m.
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... does fabulous things for you-anywhere and anyway
you wear it: over your bathing suit, shorts, leotards, tapers,1
skirts or ]ust over you for lounging! Washable alkotton
knit in exclusive, authentic Tartan stripes. Sizes: Large
(7-9), Extra Large (11-13), and MONSTROUS (15-Up) !
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES ! >

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY I
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FRESHMEN BOOTERS

Ryan Victorious In Winter Carnival
Golf Semi-Finals Plans Announced;
By ROD GOULD
To Be In March
Eon Ryan crashed a 250-yard

drive on the par-four eighteenth
hole, chipped onto the green, and
two putted to enable himself "to defeat Ernie Sagalyn after a lieroic
comeback by the latter in the semifinals of Colby's All College Golf
Tournament. The match was played
at the "Waterville Country Club.

duce and direct the ice show to be
held Friday evening rather than
Thursday. In addition to Peggy,
Colby has another Gold Medalist
this year in freshman Suzy Walker.
Saturday afternoon will mark the
presentation of some big name band
or musical demonstration of some
Preliminary plans for the Winter
sort , yet to be determined.
Carnival were at long last released
Unless there is an unexpected
this week , and the question as to
whether or not we could even have change in schedule, the hockey team
will have the distinguished honor
the Carnival has been settled.
The top social weekend of the of facing-off against the Swiss Nayear will be held on March 2, 3 and tional Championship team that eve4 in an abbreriated form . Due to
ning. Fraternity parties will wind
the shortened semester, there will
be no omission of classes on Satur- up Saturday 's activities.

Segalyn , down three after nine
holes , chipped away at Ryan until
day, and therefore it will be a
the match stood all even ' after 17.
three-day, not a four-day weekend.
Ryan then belted the ball some 250
Something must be forfeited from
yards. Sagalyn hooked his drive and
the program , and it appears to be
the match was over.
the all-college dance. Instead , PegThe other semi-final , between gy Miller , a U.S. Gold Medalist
Ralph Noel and Tom Richardson , figure skater, will once again prois scheduled for later this week. The
final will be played some time next
week.
"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

LIBBY'S
!
GULF STATION ;
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Waterv ille, Maine
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Open Daily Till 10:00 p.m.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
21 College Avenue
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MARY LOU PLATT, '65

S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
10 Spring St.
Waterville
SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
Chino 's Washed and Ironed 30c each
Special Get Acquainted Offer on Now
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Complete Repair Service
For All Cars
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Our job is providing communications
, of all kinds,wherever needed-whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
cossible enemv missile attack or in vour
home or coTlege or in serJ nS
natTon's business

We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the
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UnrGtoucliod time exposure chows Echo 1 communications satellit
e (long line)
crossing the hoavons right to left, Shorter lines are stars "in motion." .
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When we can't fill a need off the shelf r
then we startfresh and create the answer
to the oroblam WeVa rinr.fi thnt him.
dreds of TimeT'
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KNIT IT YOURSELF WEEK
OCTOBER 7-14
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GARAGE

' 54 North Street
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156 - 158 Main Street
Gives The Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Service
For your convenience will deliver
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PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

!
|

Call Ahead and Have Your
Order Waiting
Open Sundays at 4.00 p.m.

'

VICKI BAUER , '65

FOR UNCHALLENGED
VALUES .... SHOP

TR 2-9731
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At the Rotary
!
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! Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas j
|
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TONY'S
FABULOUS
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51 Main Street
Waterville
Maine
Charge Accounts

1

186 SILVER ST.
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SPORTS TYPISTS

'

In the third period Barker added
another tally for Colby. Kelly and
Ives took over the scoring for. the
Baby Mules in the final period.

Sunday morning there will be the
traditional _3romo Brunch , while
the Colby Eight and Colbyettes , in
addition to some hoped-for guest
singers , will put on a concert in
Dorimer Chapel that afternoon.

ib
-^—ct-»»» >» -*
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FLO'S

Continued from Page Four
the defenses , as neither teaih was
able to score. Both teams came
back in the second period , however,
by scoring one goal apiece. With
7 :30 gone in the quarter B. Barker
scored a goal for Colby, assisted
on the play from Kelly. E. Nichols
tied the score for Hebron by making a goal on a penalty kick.

Early in the quarter Morrione got
an assist as Kelly drove home the
point. Later , Kelly duplicated Nichols' feat by scoring on a penalty
kick. With the period almost ended,.
Ives added the fifth point .
The Colby frosh played their first
intercollegiate game of the season
when tliey met Bowdoin this week..
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¦ . Actual umJorsoa photo qf tolophono cable off coaat of Florida.

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents. .
j .„(i •. _ ¦
.
„
, ,
u
i_ i,_
1,j i_ j i
im,.
u
We
handled
the
world'
s first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.
_ -_ . ««,._>,
\A/h_,_
... and
-„
When. irw.i.__
industry
government. „--j
needed

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.
'
' , '
_ '
«_,
._
• And so it goes-Long -..
Distance service ,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor
the Solar Battery-a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.
_¦ _, .
. _•
Universal. communlcations-tho
finest.
a way of gathering hu» amounts of
moit dipeSdable anyw here-are what we
coded information from distant points,
deliver. Inside:for home,office ,or plant.
we we re ready with our vast telephone
Outside: on land, under the sea ,through
network and Data-Phone , which can
the air.

,, ,

£|0 BEL L TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

FROSH E L E V E N W I N

Uontanued rrom Jfage Jb ive
drive of their own, this one producing a six-pointer when Herb O'Neill
scored just before the quarter ended. Colby failed on the try-for-exfcra-points , but the impetus "was
theirs,
neither team could gain , and the
For much of the second period
necessary exchanges and punts resulted. With half-time near , how ,
ever, Colby got a break . After making a first down at midfield , the
Blue and Gray got an extra b oost
via a 15 yard penalty against
Bridgton, and this was all the encouragement the yearlings needed.
With Al Swan doing the bulk of the
carrying the Mules traveled 35
yards in six plays. Chris Brown
slammed over from the three, and
Colby was back in business, all

things being equal at the half , 1414
It appeared that the danger had
been avoided in the third quarter
when the frosh stopped a Bridgton
scoring bid on the Colby twenty, but
the Mules found their foe's line reluctant to allow any gains, and
were forced to punt. Seconds later
Bridgton was ahead again , 16-14 by
virtue of a bad snap from center
on the attempted punt by Colby,
resulting in a safety.
Colby kicked to the Bridgton 48,
and again found itself on the defensive. This time Bridgton went to
the air lanes, consuming 38 yards
in five plays. With Colby's defense
sufficiently loose from the passing
attack , the Bridgton club sent Cullen , an elusive man all afternoon ,
scooting around right end on a reverse. When Cullen stopped 21
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ROLLINS -DUNHAM
COMPA NY

WELCOME TO
THE

HOUSEWARES

90 MAIN STREET
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Gas Tank Full?
!
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MICHEAL j
\ Corner of North & Pleasant Sts. \
i
i
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MAINE
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I

the process. These came in an identical situation to the one in which
Bridgton had scored a safety earlier in the second half.
Moreover , when Bridgton kicked
to Colby following the score , the
Mules went about their business
with a fi rm hand. On a fourth-andtwo situation on the Bridgton 34,
the frosh elected to go for it , and
got the needed yardage on an offtackle slant. Two plays later Al
Gryzelecki hit Al Ross in the end
eone and Colby pulled up even.
Chris Brown clinched the victory

when he plunged into the end zom
for the extra points. From tha
point forward, the Mules were con
tent to play possession ball and ru_
out the clock.
The Colby freshmen go againsi
traditional rival Bowdoin today
and it must be evident that thii
will be an eager, r evitali z ed tean
that gained confidence and pois<
in a fine showing against highly
favored Bridgton . If the Mules per
form as well as they did in thii
game, the boys from Brunswick ar<
due for plenty of trouble.
<

I MAJESTIC
i RESTAURANT

i

Waterville
Member of the

| Home Style Cooking ;
|
I

American & Syrian Food

j
|

60 TEMPLE STREET

'

Located At

j

Air Conditionin g

\

i

<

Savings Bank
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CORPORATION
Waterville

Maine
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Everything in Music
'
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AL C O R E Y
MUSIC CENTER

HARDWARE

yards later, he found himself in the
end zone, and Colby found itself
down hy eight po ints, 22-14.
But some things will not be denied. And before the third quarter
ended Colby was already showing
its victory hunger. That no one else
seriously envisioned this was immaterial. The team did.
The Mules drove to the Bridgton
18 at the close of the third period,
but were forced to give up the ball
there , four plays later , however,
they had not only held Bridgton ,
but also picked up two points in
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—is just around the corner- Why
not beat thejrush and take care of
your skiing and cold weather needs
now!
Experienced skiers can tell you
that a shop which specializes in ski
equipment is the only place for atmosphere, dependable service and
expert advice.
Our all inclusive selection has
such world - famous brands as —
Head, Kastle, Blizzard, Scott-U.S.A.
KneissL, Bogner, Molitor, Rieker.
J Please feelf ree to come in9 browse
j around, and see our complete range
J of unrivaled, top quality ski equipment and apparel. Let EXPERIENCED EXPERTS help you select.
H

PET E WEBBER
SKI SHOPS

I Pete and Icky Webber

74 College Ave. I
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\~\ Would rather have world recognition ,
-and small financial rewards

n Would rather have $50,000-$100,000
'— yearly salary—an d obscurity

I @ Are students
conservative
H
¦
or liberal?

B
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? Conserv ative
Q Middle of the road

? Liberal
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® Do students
I
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prefer filter or
non-filter cigarettes? M
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Any way you Jcok at
them-L&M's taste better. Moisturized tobaccos make the difference !
Yes, your taste stays
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It's sporty, it's speedy, it's a SPRITE ...and it's yours!
All you have to do is like win !

FILTERS

, J, --— 1
PACK OR BOX

J^JLW

I

VJ |

FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE SIUDENTS

Here 's the story, man. Eight , count 'em,
eight of these swinging Sprites will go to

L

Jr
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ly
hl
NEW WWII ANN
WINNERS
'
1
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The
44 states
^ other
^ strictly don 't count. Ge
J L UhV M \shkW\) V lHHMb J K
the picture get the odds ? This is one deal #^|
n T mr
,o
Q bFKi
Jb_ Q
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£
you 've got to get in on.
1 ;b
CD
fl
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First tiling to do, get your hand on a Regis«_-——^^^-^«___¦____¦_¦______________¦__________«
tration Envelope , which gives you the easy
or L&]\I|s(or,if you 're a menthol man,Oasi s),
Contest Rules, You 'll find Registration
teafr the bottorh panels off all 5 packs, tuck
Envelopes everytvhere — aXl around campus;
;
them in the envelope 1, sign your name and
and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett
mail it.,
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,
tpo-so track him down.
Now comes the brain work. If you pass the
quiz you 'll receive a limerick in the mail
, Next, you take a little quiz. It's printed right
• on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars
with the last line missing. So finish it! Send in the best rhyme you can think of. If the
apd you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then
j
udges (ah independe nt , impartial lot)
smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields

%J

\^,

U^==^J
REGULA R OR KING

think your line is the cleverest, you 'r e like
behind the wheel oi your Sprite already.
are
Ente
incessantly! Because there
8
'
Sprites up for grabs , dad !The 4 w in ne r s of
Contest will be announced at the
the Fall
of the
end
Fall Semester. Then the whole
•!azz goes *n*° n*gk 8:ear a£ani~anc^ towar d
the end of the Spring Semester the other 4
Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all
year — keep smoking those wonderful
Chesterfield , L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep
trying ! Win, man !
Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of'little
old New England by next May, and you
might as well j ingle the keys to one of them
in your j eans... right?

GlT WITH THE GRAND PRIX. ..ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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Editorial:

Jf eiief ad

A Case of Politics

j a 2>dit®si

To the Editor :
nity Council, the Pan-Hellenic
Dear Editor :
maj
or
conclusions
One
of
the
Council,
and Women's Student
I have noticed for a long time the
25
meetdrawn
from
the
September
League,
shall
sit as advisors withattitude that intelligent college stuing
of
the
Student
Government
was
out
the
vote
and
that the four of,
Whatever one may think of the opinions of the Young Conserva- dents have taken towards internatthat
THERE
IS
A
NEED
TO
REficers
of
student
government
shall
ional affairs . With alarming surtives Club, it seems as though it would be difficult not to concede
b
y
rep
lacing
ORGANIZE
that
body
be
vo
ti
n
g
m
embers
and
that
the
,
prise I discovered how ignorant and
that it is running, and ha s b een running for quite some time, one of misinfor med they w ere of political, the present system of representa- Council shall consist of twenty votthe bravest attempts on the campus ri ght now to awaken Colby's stu- economi c an d social developmen t s tion on the Council with a new one, i ng member s, not including the ofdents to the complexities, the demands, and the importance of the in the nations throughout the a more proportional one. As I sug- f icers , and
gest ed last year, I believe that, as
Resolved, That this amendment
contemporary political milieu. Not narrowly sectarian in its public world. Of even greater surprise was
,
the
Council
d
oes
now
constituted,
to
the student government constituthe fact that this ignorance did not
face, it has. had , in the past few weeks, speakers arguing not only
not
represent
the
true
views
of
the
tion
must be ratified by two-thirds
seem t o spur th em on t o learn more
against but for lib eralism; it has not shied away fr om asking liberal about such development s, f or they student body, that representati on of the Council and must be voted
instructors to conduct discussions. This policy of free inquiry is ad- became less in t er est ed , believing is not clear cut, but rather , it is u pon f avorably by a simple majority of at least fifty percent of the
mirable ; but even more admirable is the fact that there is now a con- that they could do nothing to help. overlapping, and poorly defined.
Therefore , I wish t o propose a student body, and that this amendmay
I
With
respect
to
this
point
,
tinuously! functioning and gener ally vit al political discussion group at
plan for reorganization of our stu- ment sh all be applicable st arting
Colby con cernin g itself not only with particular and immediate is- refer you to a particularly effective dent government. What I p rop ose with the first election after ratifiarticle written in the New York
sues but .also with the fundamental issues of ideology and outlook. Times of October 22, which says may or may not solve the problem, cation of this amendment.
There are, I believe, many advanThese are; issues too few students - indeed, too few people anywhere the following : "It seems to me we but perhaps it might give a clue t o
in this country - care to face. Too few of us think of politics - if we used t o elect t o public office mo re what must be done. The proposal it: tages to a proposal of this type.
Resolved , That at the beginning First , it provides for proportional
think of politics at all - a a clash of ideals. There is, granted, a cetrain men of stature. In my recollection
of the semester in which elections represen t ative govern ment , and
three
stand
out
:
Cleveland,
who
possible justif ication for this situation : both of our two major parties
promptly told England 'hand s off' are to be held the Secretary shall thu s each major d i vision , independpretend to represent everybody, and if , as they claim, th ey do, how in a Venezuelan border dispute ; submit a report stating the ratio ent , sorority and fraternity, is repcan there be anything like an ideological conflict between everybody's Theodore Roosevelt, who forthright- of men t o women , sorority to non- resented on the Council in the same
par ties? And yet, there are ideological differences in. this country : ly handled an untoward situation in sorority women, and fraternity to proportion as it exists on campus.
non-fraternity men, and that the Second , it eliminates representation
there are jin goists and internationists; there are those who favor a Panama ; Wilson, who settled disfollowing
then be done :
as much as ' four time removed
laissez-faire economy and those who favor a planned economy. There orders in Mexico by send ing ou r
First
The
President
shall
assi
gn
,
from the student-body, and thus
of
soldiers there. Would any
these
are those who find ultimate truth in a distinction between" themthe
number
of
representatives
which
clearly
defines who is represented
three let a dictator confiscate the
selves and niggers, kikes, and black Catholics, and there are those millions of our investments in Cuba each group mentioned above may by whom. Third , it recognizes the
who think homo sapiens itself the starting point for the making of while he reviled and defamed us? have in accordance with the ratio important role that the ECHO , the
with the I_- C and other major groups on this
distinctions; there are aristocrats, democrats, oligarchs, facists ,so- Would they have allowed a hostile previously established,
provision
that
all
fractions
shall be campus have and thus retains their
cialists, and communists - and to pretend that they are all working power to entrench itself at our rounded off. and
representatives as advisors without
door ? Should not 'I am a citizen
toward the same 'ends, in unbridled harmony and cooperation , is the of the United States of America
Second , The Elections Committee the vote. This is a compromise mea'
closent thing to madness since the Hitler-Stalin Pact.
carry equal weight and command shall notify the student body of this sure, for it does not entirely do
It is sometimes hard for American students to comprehend that summary justice? We boast of our assignment by publ i sh in g it in the away with these important organthere are peop le in this world with goals other than those we some- pre-eminent power. But our planes ECHO twice before elections , at two izations on the present Council.
what blithely label "American." It might even be argued that our are shot down and our fliers killed govern m ent meetings, and on the Fourth , it establishes a method for
over t er rit ory wh ere th ey h ave a student government bulletin board determining the proportional repreown ancestors had goals that were "un-American :" not only were ri
sent at ion wh ich will , undoubtedly
ght to be; our young men lan- and
they revolutionaries, disrupting established order and making them- guish in Communist prisons ; soR esolved, that Article III, Sec- vary from year to year. Fifth , it
selves con spicuous, but they did not conceive the highest values in called neutral nations, who avidly tion 2 of the Student Government directs the manner in which the
life to be three squares a day, a Brooks suit or five, a suburban ranch- grab our billions of largesse, brazen- Constitution, beginning with the annual ratio will be publicized , and
house, and a nu bile y oung thing; th ey had ideals for which they were ly play footsie with Russia. The lines "The Council" and ending thus insures that no confusion on
with the lines "one men 's independ- campus will arise as to how many
ruin of great nations
willing to jeojardi ze th eir very lives. This willingness to sacrifice life es results from one , history teach- ent representative" be amended by representatives each major division
,
or both of two
f or the b eauty of an ideal is a con cept b ey ond th e compr ehen sion of causes : the ineptness and stupidity the following : "The Student Gov- on campus may have on the Counmost Americans, whether it is manifested ha our-.own. ancestors,-.in a of- their rulers •;- the~eomplaceney-and ernment Council . shall consist of cil. Lastly, this proposal is in the
only those representatives allowed form of an amendment to the stuKamik aze pilot , in a Russian peasant woman, or in an Indo-Chinese moral decline of their people. "
by the ratio assignment , that no dent government constitution , and
Communist guerilla . And for an American to attempt to determine
All of us will continue to ride
two representatives may come from this has the advantage of guaranthe relative value among the self-effacers listed above would prove that wave towards ruin if we do
the same fraternity or sorority, and teeing the successful and legal caran impossibl e task , f or right at the start , he would be stopped short not begin to care about and thor- that each major organization , the rying out of student elections on
oughly understand , for example, the
by the thought that no act placing one's life in je opardy could possiNigerian human pride and respect ECHO, the Men's Judiciary, the the Colby campus.
bl y be worth the trouble : for what is more important than the indiv- causing her recent protests. If we Women 's Judiciary, the Inter- With truly representative student
Continued on Page Five
idual and his responsibilities to wife, childr en , community, and care enou gh , we will then want to Faith Association, the Inter-Fraterchurch«of-his-choice? Yet , there are other possible and even justi- understand the personal and human
fiable goals toward which p eople today are striving. For an Ameri- feelings of other nations which have
!
ca u sed A mer ica t o lose so m an y
can-handicapped by an inability to conc eive of anybod y n ot wan ting
friends — and perhaps even its own
what he himself wants, br ought up with a resultan t t rust for his future struggle with
Russia. Let
leaders who must, as a matter of course ,be doing always what is us all begin to care !
"best ," and t h er ef or e inclin ed to p olit ical thinking lazin ess, a tenRespectfully yours ,
dency to leave any and all political thinking to someone, anyon e,
Michael D. Archer October 30, 1961
else — a situation is created which must be totally incomprehensible.
The regular weekly meeting of Student Government was called to
What is p ossibly the matter with today 's world? Obviously, there are
order at 9 p.m. by president Frank Wiswall. Men and Women Jumaniacs loose in it , the Red Fiends, ruling from their citadels of dicdiciary, Student League, IFC, IFA , Social Chairman, Echo, and
tatorial p ower in Moscow and Peiping, slowly embalming the world
Woodman were not represented. There was no secretary's report. The
Joyce Kilmer may have had his
in their clammy grasps — all black to our white. The possibility that
de f ec ts as a poe t , but it is possible treasurer reported a cash balance of $282, and a sinking fund balthese men, no mat t er how evil th ey may app ear to b e, no mat t er h ow to sympathise with his feelings for ance of $2,589 .
mistaken they actuall y are, repre sent th e legitimate strivings of the trees. In contemplating tho someSince there was not a quorum present no official business could be
peopl es they rule does not , cannot , occur to an American. There is what barren area between Keyes , transacted. However, several announcements were made.
onl y one ri ght way : free ent erprise cum Christian broth erhood , and Lovejoy, and the Library, and the
1. Notes of appreciation will be sent to the law officials who aided
even if we ourselves do not always liv e up to our ideals , there they equally barren areas in back of in plans for the calvalcade to Bowdoin. It was emphasized that stuLovejoy and Euutis , one is loft
Continued on Page Four
wishing for some cover 6ther than dent support for such events facilitates official cooperation of similar
an absolutely desolate tree or two, p lans at a future date.
far from tho site of a building.
2. Frank Wiswall and Pat Downs will attend an NSA regional
Thoro is not ovon very much ivy meeting Nov 18-i 9.
.
Box 1014 , Colby College, Wat erville , Maine
to speak of - some "Little Ivy
3. A letter addressed to President Stridor from the Collegiate
Offic e ; Roberts Union , Call TR, 2-2791, Ext. 240
Loiiguo " collogo Oolby would make.
rounded IB77. Published weekly except dunny vacations and examination perio ds by th<
Council
for the U.N. requesting the attendance of a six member stuj tudsnts, ol Colby Colleae ; printed by the Eagle Publis hing Co., I nc., Gardi n er , Maine • • TJfo 'TGOOgniao that trees take timo
Charter members ol the New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented b\ to grow and money to plant. Per- den t delegation to a conference in N.Y. on Nov. 10-11. The conferNatio nal Advertising ' Service , Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.50 ; Faculty free ; all other.'
haps thoro aro areas in which mon - ence will convene mainly as a means of presenting to visiting Prime
Si.iO. Newstands price; fifteen cents pet copy.
ey
is more needed , areas in which Minister Nehru a student delegation. Voting on this will occur at the
lintered as second class matter at the. Post Olhce at Waterville , Maine. Acceptance fo,
mailin g at special rate of postage provided lor in section U0*, Act o ' October i, 1 .17, things need to bo done more quickl y next meeting.
luthorized December 24 , 1918.
than a troo oan grow. Yet , a oam4. Authorization has been given for the rc-decoration of the StuG
All opinions in this newspaper nftt otherwise identified are tho»e of the COI.UV P.< HO
pus
ought
not
to
bo
devoid
of
a
'
,
you
buy.
Mention r liapECHO when
room in Robert 's Union.. Work will begin on this during the winter
sense of its own aesthetic merits :
!- ' .» ..•;a. ." EDITO R • GARY MILliS, '62
•Colby is blessed " with sotting and vacation.
MANAGING EDITOR - ANN GLEASON, '62
5. Consultation with Mrs. Tripp has resulted in tentative plans to
layout - oven if it is possible to arBUSINESS MANAGER • ALLSTON WELLER , '62
gue about tlie suitability of its ar- hold dining facilities for senior men in the Hangout second semester.
EDITORIAL BOARD: Priscilla Gwyn , '62 ; Frank Wiswall, '62 ; Mark Bradford , '62;
chitecture - and it is a shame that This would serve the dual purpose of alleviating crowded dining facilStewart Stearns, '63.
___________________
tho College has stopped sotting off ities and provide opportunity
for co-ed dining.
thoso meri ts to tho greatest possi¦
6. Official administration and Trustee policy prohibits opening of
Photography Robert Weibust , '64
News Editor • Stewart Stearns , '63
ble advantage . Trees , and ivy,
David Vo_ t, '64
Ass't. News Editor - Shirley Parry, '63
t
h
e
li brary facilities on Sunday morning.
would more than help, "Only God
Ass't. Business Manager ¦Neal Oasen, '63 can make a troo " but , given the
Ass't. Feature Editor • Richard Pious, '64
Since there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at
Advertisin g Manager • Craig Malsch , '62
Sports Editor • Wilmot Hallett . '64
incentive, tlio timo , and tho money, 9:30 p.m.
Circulation-Subscription Manager •
Make-up Editor • Susan Scliaeff . '63
Respectfull y submitte d,
Buildings and Grounds can sure as
Richard Geltman , '6}
Ass't. Make-up Editor • Judy Milnw , '64
Nancy Kudriav ctz, Sec,
hell plant thorn.
Copy Editor - Daniel Tralster, '63
Financial Manager • David Pulver , Y»3
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